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++ List of Current Event Prayer Points: For the Hong Kong Christians (and all
persecuted Christians worldwide) as they Fight For Their Lives, That President
Trump Would NOT Sign the Equality Act which would essentially outlaw Biblical
Christianity, The Ebola Virus Planned Pandemic and Genocide, The ‘Large
Groups’ of Potentially Ebola Infected African Illegals From The Congo Being
Released into the USA and elsewhere, Against the Forced Vaccination Mandates,
Historic Widespread Flooding in the USA, The Illegal Alien/Terrorist/ Embedded
Solider Caravans Coming up through the US southern border, Against the 5G
Rollout & the 20,000 Satellites to be Launched Sending Focused Beams of 5G &
6G Intense Microwave Radiation Over Entire Earth, For the New Zealanders
(especially the Christians) to wake up and push back against all their freedoms
being taken away, Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide, Against all the
witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in more evil, death and
destruction, Pray against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation, against the
plans & wickedness of high level politicians like Jared Kushner, Nancy Pelosi,

Chuck Schumer and Maxine Waters, For President Trump to do the right thing
and enact righteous laws and appoint righteous people, Against mandatory
vaccinations being implemented and that the truth would come out about them,
for the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to
receive the truth, Against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2020, Against the
South African Genocide of Whites, For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima
Nuclear Radiation Contamination, Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down
Worldwide, Stopping the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place
Worldwide, Against Further Vote Rigging, Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin
American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders
imbedded in America, Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe,
America and Canada, The eradication of CERN and all 30,000 particle colliders
worldwide & the D-Wave Quantum Computers, The eradication and exposure of
all Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child Sex trafficking networks worldwide, LGBT
movement and the normalization of pedophilia and the sexualization of the
children to be stopped, For the protection of all infants, children, teenager and
adults caught in these Luciferian/Satanic networks, For the eradication of all adult
and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff film sources and
businesses, For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade, The eradication of
all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood worldwide & the stripping of all the
powers of witchcraft from the owners and employees of these sick ‘for profit’
businesses, the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail programs & Nexrad
Doppler Ultrasound weather manipulation and NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators
used to create tsunamis and storm surge plus all DEW’s (Directed Energy
Weapons) causing the fires worldwide, the eradication worldwide of all planned
deep state & Muslim false flag events, , the Chateaux Des Armouis AKA the:
“Mothers of Darkness Castle” & “A Thousand Points of Light”. A short list of the
institutions which are now run by Satanists who despise God and Christ:
--The Democrat party and ALL Democrats running for president--Hollywood,
Netflix, Amazon Prime and all of the dominant streaming content producers--The
pop culture music industry--Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
YouTube and all the tech giants--Modern medicine, which feeds on baby parts
while pushing vaccines that contain aborted human fetal tissue (turning every
vaccine into a cannibalism blood ritual)--The Vatican and the Pope, who is a
direct servant of Satan--Every level of government, from local city councils to the
federal deep state in Washington D.C.--The children’s books industry, including
the Harry Potter series--The global banking cartels, which are all owned and run
by pedophiles and child blood harvesters--Universities and public schools.
Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:

Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth
violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
“Communications”: companionship, communion
+1+ It's An Invasion Force! When Does 15K Mexican Troops Become 50K?
Wednesday, June 26, 2019--I have been told by many military and intel experts
and it is a simple matter of common sense, that before a Red Dawn invasion can
take place, the United States must first be destabilized domestically. Further,
assets would need to be deployed in advance of any invasion. All of the criteria
are in the process of being met.
The destabilizing events that threaten to weaken America to the point of
producing conditions making the country vulnerable to invasion from our
southern border are as follows:
1. Worsening conditions in Central and South America, emanating from
Honduras, which will potentially send millions of immigrants to our border
along with embedded trained paramilitary forces.
2. The Oroville Dam is slowly progressing toward a catastrophic failure.
3. The trucking industry is moving toward a meltdown and this will serious
consequences to every aspect of our economy and it will ultimately
threaten scores of lives.
4. War with Iran will produce the emergence of terror cells which will wreak
havoc in the United States.
5. Weather wars are producing an agricultural disaster with regard to the food
supply.
A clear picture is emerging that once the aforementioned areas come to fruition,
that the only thing that is needed for an invasion to follow these destabilizing
events is forward deployment of military assets and that has already happened.
The Mexican military has authorized a forward deployment of 15,000 soldiers on
our southern border ostensibly to intercept immigrants coming to the United
States. On its face, this makes no sense. These troops, as described in a
Washington Post article published on April 9, 2019, stated that the UNITED
NATIONS was training the force which was designed to replace the Federales.

The stated purpose of the training was for “humanitarian” purposes. The bulk of
the immigrants are coming from south of Mexico and that is where troops should
be deployed. Here is a detailed analysis of what is wrong and very suspicious
about the Mexican approach to this issue. I believe is not an immigration force
but an invasion force. When do 15,000 Mexican troops become 50,000
troops? They have already crossed our border and most of all they are being
trained by the UN as documented in the Washington Post (April 9, 2019).
Before one may accuse me of being "too conspiratorial", please keep in mind that
I previously published a leaked statistic from a memo provided to DHS, ICE and
the Border Patrol. In the last 30 days, immigrants from 52 countries have been
apprehended on our southern border. The entire scope of Latin America has less
than three dozen countries so please explain how the invaders from 52 countries
got here? Did they swim across the ocean? Did they commandeer planes and
parachute in? Maybe they came by submarine. These are the ridiculous lengths
that one must to in order to deny the fact that this is an invasion. Many of these
immigrants (from the Congo with Ebola spreading out of control are crossing into
Texas with hundreds of dollars in their pockets, in yet another destabilizing
event). And we are supposed to believe that these are just asylum seekers?
Why are the Mexicans deploying 15,000 troops? One can rest assured that the
number will greatly inflate. Look for an announcement that the Mexicans in a
sincere effort to stop illegal immigration are deploying many more troops on our
southern border. The objective of these troops is deploy forward position
weaponry (eg weapons caches, tanks, helicopters, etc) and just coincidentally, a
force of about 15,000 would be needed to facilitate the logistical distribution
across the border. These 15,000 Mexican soldiers represents the supply and
logistics vanguard of an invading army.
Beside the Mexican military, there are many domestic terrorists prepositioned for
action when the time comes. All of this is a prelude to invasion from our southern
border.
https://thecommonsenseshow.com/conspiracy-immigration-war/its-invasionforce-when-does-15k-mexican-troops-become-50k
Two Destabilizing Events Which Could Serve As a Prelude to Invasion of the
United States
Continuing from the last report: Embedded within these illegal alien invaders are the
paramilitary troops that are posing as illegal immigrants. This is an invasion force
and every source I speak with is concerned about this and these people are being
helped out of their own country by the CIA and George Soros’ organizations.
The fallacy of Trumps agreement with Mexico has already been exposed as a
fraud! And then there is the USA’s southern border with Mexico and their 15,000
troops on the border. However, these troops are not in the business of catching
illegal aliens preparing to cross into the United States. In this scenario, the
ultimate purpose of the Mexican troops is not to catch illegal immigrants, it is to
facilitate a Red Dawn invasion breakthrough. Last evening, I spent an hour on the
border with an ARSOF retired General. He told me that there is no coordination
between the Mexican government, their 15,000 troops, ICE, the Border Patrol and

the Department of Homeland Security. He stated quite clearly that any interdiction
program involving both sides of the border would require extensive cooperation
between the two countries and that is not happening. And his final response was
outrage directed at President Trump. He said Trump should know better and that
no amount of Deep State penetration could legitimately explain the lack of
cooperation between the two countries.
From Agenda 21 Radio:
Blogger Threatened with Arrest
Despite the agreement between the United States and Mexico, the rate by which
the illegal invasion at the border continues.
In a video by Patriot Fire the evidence cannot be denied. From the video comes
this explanation:
Until now, the illegal alien refugee flights coming to San Diego have been
unloading next to the runway, which was in plain sight, if you have a telescopic
lens or binoculars. This time on June 12, 2019, though, they headed for another
part of the airport where the view is partially blocked…It seems they don’t want
people to see that it’s still business as usual after Trump’s agreement with
Mexico. One of the first indications that the agreement is working will be that the
illegal alien refugee flights will stop coming, and they have NOT.
Watch at: DHS Hides Fake-Refugee Airliner, Threatens Arrest Of Blogger
World Atlantic Airlines is the trade name of Caribbean Sun Airlines Inc., a United
States airline operating on-demand and scheduled charter services. Its corporate
headquarters are located in Virginia Gardens, Florida.
I have also learned from a DHS source that this airline is flying Africans to Red
States. Why is this significant? These Africans are from the Congo. And what is
in the Congo? Ebola is in the Congo. If we simply connect the dots, it would
appear that this is yet another attempt to influence the 2020 election be infecting
Red States with Ebola as opposed to Blue States. Comment: The elections are for
the most part theater at his point, so I believe the real reason would be to infect,
sicken, destabilize and kill off conservatives, which would be the main enemies of
the NWO, especially if they were awake.
This assertion may seem far-fetched until one realizes that CSS was informed by
Border Patrol, in a leaked DHS document, that immigrants from 52 countries have
been apprehended in the last 30 days. This puts a whole different light on this
threat. Admittedly, this is a death by a thousand cuts strategy. However, the crisis
worsens when the economy collapses.
The Oroville Dam Threat Becomes More Critical
Three days ago, the Dam nearly failed. The use of the Spillway experiment failed
miserable. The Dam is merely waiting for nature to its final course.
Just to basically review, if the Oroville Dam breaks, the following will happen:
1. A 30 foot wall of water, traveling at 75mph will come rushing out of the
failed dam.
2. Depending on whose estimates one reads, a 20 foot wall of water will enter
Sacramento within 45 minutes to 2 hours.
3. The entire crop supply in the Central Valley will be wiped out. Couple with
nearly half of all Midwest American farmland under water, this event will

produce extreme food shortages and spot famines. The reason that this
event, in my mind is so dangerous, is that a purge accompanies any coup.
This event will provide the Deep State with the ability to use food as a
weapon on a national scale. This is how they will lure millions to FEMA
camps. This is the main reason that I have kept my eye on Oroville.
4. The estimated casualty count would be approximately one million people.
This would provide the UN with the justification to enter the United States,
under the Kigali principles. Remember, the UN admits to training the new
Mexican National Guard, the one that resides on our border and is not
catching any illegal aliens.
Here is the latest on the Oroville Dam:
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As one can clearly see, the inflow rate still exceeds the outflow rate. It is only a
matter of time since the Dam is only 4 feet from overtopping. The DWS is
reporting that the Oroville Lake is 15 feet from overtopping.

If the Dam breaks, this solves a lot of problems for the US. This would constitute
the biggest disaster in American history. The Dam failure will result in economic
destruction, spot famines, and a military occupation on American sold under the
guise of humanitarian aid.
Conclusion
Do these two destabilizing events pose a sufficient threat to the US that will result
in a destabilization which would be needed as a prelude to invasion? And we
have not even talked about the coming terrorist attacks. That will be the subject
of a future article. You have been reading about a portion of the perfect storm that
is forming.
https://thecommonsenseshow.com/activism-agenda-21-conspiracy/twodestabilizing-events-which-could-serve-prelude-invasion-united-states
Hundreds of Haitians, Africans wade through Rio Grande, stroll into USA —
carrying luggage!
June 28, 2019--Groups of hundreds of Africans, Haitians and others from Central
and South America continue to trudge across the U.S.- Mexico border in record
numbers, despite promises from Mexico to help stop the massive migration.
Footage from the Del Rio Sector of the border in Texas shows scores are making
their way in mini-caravans, with many arriving well-dressed in designer clothes,
toting luggage and backpacks with their children in tow.
#USBP Del Rio Sector Border Patrol agents apprehended 2 large groups of over
100 in 2 days. Total of 3 large groups this fiscal year. More info:
https://t.co/sojY5Xy8NN pic.twitter.com/eYGo1sKUO9
— CBP South Texas (@CBPSouthTexas) June 27, 2019
Border Patrol agents came across the first of the two most recent groups on June
22, when 105 crossed the Rio Grande River and into the United States.
That group consisted of 82 Haitians, with the rest from South America and Africa.
On Monday, another group nearly twice as big – 205 – waded across,
undoubtedly inspired by the success of the first group. The second wave
included 122 Haitians, with dozens of others from Africa and South America,
according to a statement from U.S. Customs and Border Protection.
Border Patrol agents on the southwest border apprehended 132,887 illegal
immigrants in May alone, while the running total for fiscal year 2019 stands at
787,161 through May – roughly the population of Seattle or Denver.
Activists Push Graham-Schumer Amnesty Plan back into 2020 campaign cycle
Disgruntled Trump voters pressuring DC lawmakers and the White House have
won an important battle against legislative Amnesty this week as such
immigration policy provisions are now excluded from the 4.6 billion dollar border
budget bill and Amnesty supporters are now falling back to Senator Lindsey
Graham and Jared Kushner's compromise bill in the Senate Judiciary Committee.
The chances a bipartisan legislative Amnesty for millions of DACA and Dreamer
illegals being passed in 2019 are falling rapidly now that ALIPAC activists have
helped push back the globalist timeline beyond the 4th of July break for
Congress. Pushing back the legislative timeline on Amnesty bills has been key to

ALIPAC's strategy to stop Amnesty because it gives grass roots organizations
more time to react to inform and mobilize the public against the bills.
ALIPAC activists have been calling and writing the White House and GOP Senators all
week intensely opposing any Amnesty deals with Democrats like the ones President
Trump shocked his supporters with by admitting on Telemundo on June 20, 2019. (See
Video): Trump Admits He Has Always Supported Amnesty Deal for Dreamer
Illegals on Spanish Network
Ted & Austin Radio Show Highlights for June 26, 2019--Facebook and the New
Crypto Currency Libra--The Trump train has derailed. Government sends
hundreds of Air Marshals and TSA workers to facilitate the entry of illegals into
the USA. While Trump does nothing--Mexican President says he will not stop
illegals.
Play to 1:15 to 22:30: http://mediaarchives.gsradio.net/Ted_Broer/062619.mp3
+2+ Avoiding Cholera After the Grid Goes Down: What You Need to Know to Be
Prepared
Cholera is a serious case of diarrhea caused by the bacterium Vibrio cholerae, which
naturally lives in seawater. When it enters the gut, it produces a toxin that poisons a
vital cellular transport protein. Most cases of cholera occur because of fecalcontaminated water. It coats the surfaces of shellfish and marine plants.
A person who ingested contaminated food or water will experience symptoms
between 12 hours and five days after consumption. If left untreated, he or she will
die within hours.
Cholera outbreaks typically occur in the poorest communities with the worst
sanitation and water purification system, and they also follow disasters,
particularly tsunamis and floods. These disasters expose many people to seaborne bacteria that can contaminate water systems. Cholera outbreaks often
accompany floods that let untreated sewage into people’s sources of drinking
water. The diarrhea of the sick contributes to the bacterial count of the water and
the transmission risks. Areas like peri-urban slums and overcrowded camps for
internally displaced people, where minimum requirements of clean water and
sanitation are not being met, can increase the risk of cholera transmission,
should the bacteria be present or introduced.
Each year, 1.3 to 4 million cases of cholera are recorded, and 21,000 to 143,000
people around the world die because of it. (Related: Pandemic cholera is naturally
resistant to antibiotics: Scientists have discovered it is different than other drugresistant bacteria.)
The key to preventing and interrupting the cholera epidemic is to purify your
water. Use purified water for everything that involves ingestion, such as washing
dishes, brushing your teeth, preparing food. To make sure that your water is safe
to drink and use, bring it to a complete boil for at least one minute. Always
remember to store your water in a clean, covered container.
In addition, always remember to wash your hands with soap before you eat or
handle food. You should also wash your hands after using the toilet, after
cleaning your child’s bottom, and after taking care of someone ill with diarrhea.

Another way to prevent cholera is to use sanitation systems to dispose of feces.
Avoid defecating in any body of water. After defecating, make it a habit to always
wash your hands with soap and safe water. In case toilets are not available,
especially during disasters, defecate at least 30 m away from any body of water,
and then bury your waste. You can dig temporary pit toilets that are at least a
half-meter deep and 30 m away from any body of water.
When cooking food, especially seafood, cook it well. Be sure to cook shellfish, such as
crabs and crayfish, until they are very hot all throughout. Avoid eating any raw food
other than fruits and vegetables that you have peeled yourself.
Additionally, it is important to clean up safely. The kitchen and places where the family
bathes and washes clothes must be properly cleaned after using. Cleanse yourself,
your family, diapers, and clothes 30 m away from drinking water sources.
Here are other things you need to remember about cholera:
 Cholera risk is low until some other disaster disturbs sanitation.
 Coastal areas have a higher risk of having cholera problems than inland areas.
 Inland areas are not immune to cholera. Local water sources can also be
infected by a migrant – be it human or imported seafood.
 Big cities are high-risk zones if they practice poor sanitation.
Proper sanitation is the key to preventing cholera and other bacterial outbreak.
Visit Outbreak.news to learn more.
Sources include:
BeansBulletsBandagesAndYou.com
WHO.int
CDC.gov
https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-06-27-avoiding-cholera-after-shtf-be-prepared.html
CHOLERA
Invive 5000ppm 1 TBL in 8 oz of water t.i.d. until
asymptomatic
Vigorous fluid and electrolyte
replacement is needed. IV administration of a 2 to 1 mixture of normal
saline and 1/6 molar sodium lactate.
Use all means at disposal. Cholera
is fatal. (Add potassium to above in
children.)
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Dr. Johnson’s Recommendations:
++ Spring Water from the source that has been tested yearly
++ Fluoride Detoxification, see: Natural News: 5 Ways to detox Fluoride: Iodine,
Tamarind, Liver Cleansing, Boron & Dry Saunas-- Also see: Worried About
Fluoride Exposure? Protect Yourself with Selenium
Using Colloidal Silver & Food Grade Hydrogen Peroxide to Disinfect Drinking
Water and for Long-Term Storage
If you’re a prepper, or if you just want to have some water stored for the longterm in case of earthquake, fire, terrorism, civil disorder or other potential
dangers, you’ll need to make sure the water is thoroughly disinfected during
storage so microbes don’t get a chance to grow in it.
Thankfully, colloidal silver can effectively be used for disinfecting water during
long-term storage. And there’s another substance you can add, as well, that’s
said to boost the disinfectant power of the colloidal silver by up to 1,000 times.
Here’s the details you need to know if you want to keep your water free of
microbes during long-term storage…
There are as many opinions on how much colloidal silver to use for keeping water
disinfected during long-term storage as there are people using it.
In other words, everyone has a different opinion, and most of them are based on
either hearsay or personal experience.
Because water quality differs from town-to-town, region-to-region and state-to-state
(and sometimes even from house-to-house), what works best for one person might not
work as well for another.
Nevertheless, the general rule-of-thumb is to use one ounce of 10 ppm colloidal silver
per gallon of stored water. But as a "just in case" measure, I personally use two ounces
of 10 ppm colloidal silver per each gallon of water being stored, for maximum long-term
disinfection.
Comment: 5000ppm Invive Silver is 500 times stronger than 10ppm silver. So to
make a 10ppm solution you would divide 5000 by 10 which equals 500. So to
make a 10ppm solution from a 5000ppm bottle of Invive just add 500 parts
distilled water to one drop of 5000ppm. Now this is almost a full ounce as it would
be 501 drops, & one ounce of liquid equals 591 drops while two ounces equals
1182 drops. So for simplicity sake just add 3 drops of 5000ppm Invive Silver per
gallon of water you are storing.

This means a five gallon container of water being put into long-term storage in my home
would get 10 ounces of 10 ppm colloidal silver. Comment: Or 15 drops of Invive
5000ppm Yes, that’s overkill. But again, I want to make sure my stored water is safe to
drink when the time comes to use it.
Using Colloidal Silver and Hydrogen Peroxide
While I’m not a big fan of drinking colloidal silver that’s been treated with hydrogen
peroxide (unless it’s been given several days for the hydrogen peroxide to dissipate) I
do from time-to-time combine hydrogen peroxide and colloidal silver when I put water
away to be stored for the long-term.
Many years ago there was a McGill University study on the use of silver and hydrogen
peroxide for the treatment of sewage water. The link I had to that study is now dead.
But according to the study, adding hydrogen peroxide to the colloidal silvertreated water increases the decontamination and disinfection of common
microbes such as e. Coli by anywhere from 100 to 1,000 times!
Naturally, that might prove to be a valuable consideration in a long-term water
storage program. According to the study’s authors, the optimal dose for silver
and hydrogen peroxide in drinking water is 30 ppb (parts per billion) silver and
30ppm (parts per million) hydrogen peroxide.
Extrapolated to a five gallon storage container, this would suggest the use of 23
drops of 3% food grade hydrogen peroxide Comment or about 2-3 drops of the
35% food grade hydrogen peroxide, along with about two ounces of a standard 10
ppm colloidal silver solution Comment: Or 15 drops of Invive 5000ppm.
Again, I’m one who believes in overkill in a situation like this where long-term
water storage is involved, so I’ve doubled those numbers in my own water
storage program, when I choose to add both colloidal silver and hydrogen
peroxide together.
Before and After
My personal opinion is that it’s best to use either of these methods (i.e., colloidal silver
alone, or colloidal silver with hydrogen peroxide) both BEFORE placing the water into
long-term water storage, and then again AFTERWARDS.
In other words, I’ll add my colloidal silver (or colloidal silver and hydrogen
peroxide) before putting the water into storage. And then, when the stored water
is needed, I’ll repeat the process before using the water, just in case there was
some kind of re-contamination of the water during long-term storage.
Consider Filtration, as Well
Finally, for maximum protection, filtration of the water after long-term storage is
very important, in order to get rid of any protozoal cysts such as Giardia that may
have been lurking in the stored water from the start.
Many protozoal cysts (of which Giardia is the most common in the U.S.) are not
affected at all by the relatively small amounts of colloidal silver, hydrogen
peroxide, or even iodine or chlorine bleach frequently used as germicidal and
disinfectant agents in water storage.
But because of the relatively large size of these microorganisms (compared to
bacteria), filtration through any high-quality gravity fed ceramic filter should do
the trick.

In that regard, a company called DoultonUSA has some excellent, gravity fed
emergency water filtration units that can filter up to a gallon at a time.
A company called British Berkefeld sells a portable gravity filter, which can hold
up to two gallons, and effectively filter up to 10 gallons per day.
What’s particularly neat about the water filters from both of the above companies is that
they’re silver-impregnated, so you get additional pathogen germicidal disinfection of the
water during the filtration process.
From: INTERNATIONAL PHARMACEUTICALS
Sent: Saturday, June 29, 2019 10:25 PM
To: 'Scott Johnson'
Subject: RE: How to use Invive to treat suspect water for instant use-using 2000
ppm
Mix in the shade= NOT in direct sunlight:
And keep the gallon covered, before and after usage.
Using 2000 ppm
5 cc/ml/1 teaspoon per gallon
Shake for 30 seconds
Wait 10 minutes
Shake for 30 seconds again, to INSURE the silver has been evenly dispersed.
Then imbibe.
If the water is very cold, or you are concerned about the possible presence of
Giardia cysts in the water, allow two hours until drinking.
Remember to cover AND store the 1 gallon vessel in a black opaque bag or
lightproof box.
INVIVE Silver will kill all the bacteria within 2 minutes, but use 10 minutes for
absolute safety before drinking.
Silver is used by NASA for their water purification in space vehicles.
https://www.invive.com/purify.txt
SILVER Nature's Purifier
The value of silver in medicine, and as a purifier has been acknowledged for centuries.
Egyptians implanted silver plates into skulls, with surgery. In ancient Greece and
Rome, people used silver containers to keep liquids fresh. When settlers moved across
the American West, they would purify a container of water by putting a silver dollar in it
overnight, and silver dollars were used to keep milk from spoiling. Toward the end of the
19th Century, other medical uses for silver were developed like dropping a silver
solution into the eyes of new-born babies to prevent blindness due to infection.
Scores of independent tests by many methods in 6 countries have shown that silver
promptly kills bacteria in water and maintains water purity over long periods of time.
Russian scientists, working on water recycling and purification problems for the Soviet
space program have decided on silver as the best long-term sanitizing agent.
Researching the problems of water storage over periods of several months, as well as
purification for immediate use, they determined that colloidal silver provides the safest
and longest lasting method of transforming polluted waste into potable water.
After testing 23 methods of purifying water, NASA has chosen silver as the
purifying agent on the Space Shuttle Program. Silver will be used in two functions

that will provide Shuttle crews with pure water for drinking, air conditioning, food
preparation and other operations. By establishing 100 parts of silver in a billion
parts of water as hygenic for drinking in the Shuttle, NASA eliminates the need
for 1,000 to 1,500 parts per billion of chlorine generally used for purification.
The unit will provide Shuttle crews with 32 gallons of pure water daily for all uses within
the Shuttle, and for backpacks when the Astronauts work outside the vehicle in Space.
The most dramatic purification tests occurred in 1976 in a 20,000 gallon
swimming pool in Nebraska. There was no disinfectant of any kind in the water.
Fifty gallons of municipal sewage plant effluent was put in the pool. That
produced a dangerous concentration of 7,000 E. Coli bacteria cells per 100
milliliters (half a cup) of water. Contents of the pool were pumped through a tank
containing alternating anodic and cathode silver electrodes for disinfection.
Within three hours the pool was entirely free of E. Coli bacteria and the water
contained only 3.2 parts of silver per billion parts of water.
The Allegeny County Health Department in Pennsylvania conducted tests in a
152,000 gallon pool which previously has been disinfected by a 50 pounds-perday chlorinator. The system was replaced by a silver system for the swimming
seasons of 1974 and 1975. Pool water circulated through a filter of activated
carbon impregnated with metallic silver. The county Health Department took up to
50 daily samples and found that silver ions remained in the pool at a low, steady rate of
20 parts per billion with water free of coliform, pseudomonas and staphylococcus
bacteria through-out the two seasons. In contrast, 65 water samples from 30
other pools having a mean concentration of 700 parts per billion of available
chlorine for disinfecting showed a mean of 1.3 pseudomonas and 7.3 staph. cells
per milliliter of water.
"This data", the Health Department reported, "indicates that silver is equal to chlorine in
maintaining essentially coliform free pool water, and is somewhat better than chlorine in
destroying pseudomonas and staph. aureus organisms ....." It should be noted that
there were no visible growths of algae during the tests.
http://www.silverproteinmild.com/purify.txt
**2-6 drops of 5000ppm Invive Mild Silver Protein to disinfect a gallon of water
depending on how contaminated it is.
Listener Question About Affordable Medical Care – Medi-Share
…our daughter lives in NC. She is in bad financial condition, has no health insurance, is
at the mercy or the ER when medical problem arises. Do you know of any organization
or group that she can go to for medical treatment, exams, etc or is she left with
indignant care. Well not really, Medishare is the only organization I know of that offers
affordable health care for Christians. We have used it and they seem to have a ton of
integrity. https://mychristiancare.org/medi-share/ Medi-Share is a community of
Christians who have agreed to live as the early church (Acts 2 & 4) when it comes
to sharing each other’s burdens. Members share each other’s eligible medical
bills and, most importantly, encourage and lift one another up in prayer.

